
Confine borings to exposed rock, except where Pabodie’s apparatus permits. 

Overview
This game provides you with a structure for an improvised story 
that will feel like Lovecraft wrote it. You take turns playing the 
Witness, who gradually uncovers mysterious happenings, and 
being a Narrator whose job it is to terrify and torment the Wit-
ness. Other players play Watchers whose role is to add richness 
and depth to the narration and introduce additional clues.

Unlike traditional investigative games (or indeed, fiction in 
this genre) there is no one person guiding the story with a vision 
the secret truth behind these mysterious happenings - instead you 
all contribute clues which gradually, scene by scene, build up a 
picture of what is going on. The story culminates in a journey into 
darkness which ends in climactic scene crafted out of the clues 
revealed during the game.

You won’t find a Lovecraft bestiary in this book, because the 
game encourages you to create your own monsters which feel like 
they came out of Lovecraft’s notebook. However, the game does 
provide a battery of inspirational elements that you can draw on to 
create your Final Horror.

Goals of play

Your collective aim in playing this game should be to create a 
story along Lovecraftian lines: a Witness who, wittingly or other-
wise, uncovers strange clues that ultimately lead to uncovering a 
horrifying, cosmic entity or truth.

In telling the story, you should aim create an atmosphere of 
brooding horror; to frighten and torment the Witness; and to 
creep each other out.

How does it work?
The core of the game is this: Each scene, one of you acts as Nar-
rator to introduce a strange Clue for the Witness to puzzle over. 
After each scene, everyone privately speculates - going way beyond 
the evidence to leap to bold conclusions - about the true horror 
that is the source of all these Clues. The next scene, the new Nar-
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tHe tHree roles

There are three role types which are rotated amongst the players. 
Roles rotate clockwise (i.e. at the end of a turn (normally, the end 
of a scene) you pass your current role to your left and take on the 
role previously held by the person to your right). The roles are: 
Narrator, Witness and Watcher. If there are only two players, there 
are no Watchers.

Each of the roles is summarised on a cue card. If possible, you 
should bring a copy of these cue cards to the session. Each player 
takes the card for their starting role and then passes them left at 
the end of each turn.

setup

During setup you collectively agree some basic things about your 
story, so that you are all on the same page. It the only part of the 
game where discussion is encouraged; the rest of the time you 
should leap forward with improvised narration without pausing to 
consult your fellow players. So use this time wisely!

To start with, agree the following and write on an index card:
 ☉ What era is the story is set in? Lovecraftian stories are tradi-

tionally set in the 1890s or 1920s, but other historical periods 
are possible, as are modern or futuristic games. 

 ☉ Where is the story set? Pick a broad setting but also a prima-
ry location to focus on. 

 ☉ Each of you should create one further location (two, in a 
two-player game), which can be separate places or specific 
places within the main location you have already chosen.

Ideal locations are isolated, old, decaying, dark, unexplored, aban-
doned, full of strange things or with an unpleasant history - see 
the inspiration tables for examples. Lovecraft often used isolated 
locations in order to isolate the main character e.g. In the Whis-
perer in Darkness, the Shadow Over Innsmouth and the Haunter 
of the Dark the actions are focussed on small dilapidated towns, 
in the Mountains of Madness the action is in Antarctica.

rator uses their most recent speculations to direct their narration 
and the Clues they introduce. Repeat. At the end of the game, one 
of you will use the Clues you’ve all been creating, together with 
their speculations, to weave a climactic scene of horror.

That’s not the whole of the game, but everything else is about 
adding unpredictability and atmosphere to this basic recipe.

tHe teacHinG Guide

Learning a game for the first time can be hard work. At least one 
of you will need to have read these rules from cover to cover, 
but the rest of you probably won’t want to do that. So you don’t 
have to explain all the rules yourself, at the end of this document 
there is a teaching guide to the game. The guide comes with 
instructions on when to read it out, and who should read it. Use 
the teaching guide whenever at least one of you is playing for the 
first time.

facilitator

You should have one person whose job is to know the rules and 
make sure they’re being followed (both in letter and in spirit). 
Since you’re reading this rulebook, that’s probably you.

As facilitator you should take the time to:
 ☉ Go through the teaching guide, making sure the text is read 

out by the appropriate person at the right time, and answer 
any rules questions that come up;

 ☉ Make sure everyone has a copy of the cue cards and can see 
the play mat;

 ☉ Remind the Narrator of what the scene requirements are 
at the beginning of each scene (and that they have to make 
them happen!); and

 ☉ Prompt the Watchers to take part in scenes if they seem to be 
fading into the background.
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The last thing you need to decide on is a situation and starting 
clue for the first scene. This is not something for group discussion. 
If one of you has a strong idea, they should take the Narrator role 
in the first scene. Otherwise, anyone can be the Narrator using a 
randomised clue from the clue tables provided with this game.

In addition, you should set up the play mat, placing tokens 
within easy reach.

narrator

In each scene, one person will be the Narrator. The Narrator will 
do most of the creative work in leading the scene. That person has 
a number of responsibilities:

 ☉ Introduce the scene. Say where it’s happening, when it’s 
happening, who is there and what is going on at the start.

 ☉ Each scene has one or more requirements that must be met 
during the scene (see page xx); the Narrator must make sure 
they are met. Mostly this involves revealing Clues.

 ☉ Describe the environment and characters other than the 
Witness. Reinforce the overall tone of a Lovecraftian story - 
a relentless, sinister atmosphere.

 ☉ Make space for the Watchers to contribute as detailed below.
 ☉ Whenever the Witness wants to do something challenging, 

the Narrator decides what happens. The Conflict Resolution 
section provides guidance on how to handle this.

 ☉ Declare when the scene ends. Once any Clues have been 
revealed, and the action is over, it’s time to end the scene. 
Make sure to allow time for the Witness to narrate their 
inner fears and rationalisations before closing.

As Narrator, it’s your job to drive the scene forward, to make it 
about something. That doesn’t mean you need to dominate every 
scene with heavy-handed narration, just don’t let the scene plod 
along with nothing in particular going on. There’s a lot of tools to 
achieve this in the Clues, Cards and Story Structure sections.

In addition, agree and write on a separate index card:
 ☉ Who is the Witness? What is their name and their role? Pick 

one character to be the focus of the story. You don’t need the 
Witness to be particularly heroic (though they can be) but 
you probably want someone who is at least sympathetic and 
engaging.

 ☉ Agree the reason for the Witness being at the location you 
have chosen (this could be something extremely simple like 
“she works there”, or might be more involved).

 ☉ Decide on one personality trait to act as an anchor for 
collectively playing the character.

 ☉ Decide on a source of strength that keeps the Witness 
grounded and forces them to continue against all odds. This 
could be another personality trait e.g. rationality or opti-
mism, or it could be something external - religion, family, 
and so on.

You’ll get to develop the Witness in play, so leave plenty of space 
to add to this.
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As well as describing the Witness’ actions, you should narrate 
their thoughts and feelings. In particular, give voice to their fears 
and their rationalisations of the things they see. When you say 
what the Witness is thinking or feeling, raise a hand to make 
it obvious you aren’t speaking in character. While your hand is 
raised, other players should remain silent. You can use this to enter 
into monologues in which the Witness’ reflections take centre 
stage. But you should not abuse this to interrupt intense action, 
and take care not to defuse tense scenes.

You are also encouraged (where appropriate to the situation) to 
reveal more of the Witness’s background and personality through 
their actions, words and thoughts, elaborating and building on what 
we already know about them, or introducing new facts about them 
as appropriate. And of course, the decisions you take as Witness 
will shape how the story is revealed by the Narrator and Watchers.

Finally, at the end of a scene the group should hold a brief 
discussion as to what new things we learned about the Witness. 
Any significant new facts or personality traits should be recorded 
on the Witness index card to act as a guide for future scenes and 
thereby keep the portrayal of the Witness reasonably consistent.

watcHers

Any other players other than the Witness and Narrator are 
Watchers. That sounds like a passive role, but it isn’t! Watchers 
don’t take on the main job of narrating a scene, but they can and 
should elaborate on the what the Narrator describes, heightening 
the tension and adding detail. The aim of this is to build a sense 
of brooding horror - use every opportunity to paint the world in 
vivid yet indefinably unpleasant hues. As a general rule, elaborate 
a little more than you personally find comfortable (because most 
people will tend to elaborate too little rather than too much). It 
is both appropriate and desirable that what the Narrator says is 
layered with additional description from the Watchers. It is also 
therefore important that the Narrator leaves sufficient pauses in 
their narration to enable the Watchers to elaborate, and to wel-
come their input to the scene.

As detailed below, the Narrator should pause frequently 
to allow opportunities for the Watchers to elaborate on their 
description of the environment, clues and characters. In turn, 
the Narrator is allowed and encouraged to elaborate and build on 
what the Watchers describe. 

You should also ask the Watchers questions and build on their 
answers. The Watchers will be elaborating on the narration with 
cool, evocative details.  But the Narrator should help them do 
this by asking them direct questions about the scene e.g. “what 
is depicted on the painting over the fireplace” or “describe the 
strange owner of the local hotel”. Do this when you are stuck for 
inspiration, or to elicit colourful details about the scene, but avoid 
asking questions which will change the direction of the scene or 
effectively pass the job of clue creation onto the Watcher.

witness

The person to the Narrator’s left plays the Witness. That person 
describes the Witness’ actions in the scene and speaks for them, 
reacting to what the Narrator describes and taking pro-active 
action as appropriate. Witnesses in Lovecraftesque are the focus of 
the story but it is not necessary that they be heroic or even curious 
about the mysterious events of the story - indeed, they can be 
fearful and meek. You should roleplay them in line with the char-
acteristics written on the Witness index card. The structure of the 
game will make it impossible for the Witness to avoid the story, no 
matter how much they might want to run and hide. Having said 
that, make sure the Witness is sympathetic and engaging or else 
they will be dull to play and boring for the Narrator and Watchers 
too! 

As you would expect, the Witness does not reveal clues or 
describe the environment or other characters. Instead, the Wit-
ness concentrates on portraying their character in line with the 
characteristics written on the Witness index card including taking 
actions, reacting to the Narrator’s statements, speaking in-charac-
ter and asking questions about the environment, asking questions 
of the Narrator to elicit clues and plot. 
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What the Watchers cannot do is introduce new story elements. 
There’s a fine line between elaborating on what the Narrator has 
said, adding in more detail, depth and colour, and taking over 
from the Narrator with your own ideas. From time to time the 
Narrator will ask you direct questions about a scene, your job is to 
answer these questions.  Don’t spend ages worrying about coming 
up with the coolest possible answer, just go with the first thing 
that comes to mind.

However! there is an exception to this, which is that Watchers 
are free to use Cards (see later) in just the same way as the Nar-
rator, to introduce clues and other interesting bits of story-stuff. 
When you do this, you temporarily take over the role of Narrator 
to introduce something new. See the Cards section for more detail.

In addition, the Narrator has the option when introducing a 
character to ask one of the Watchers to portray that character. As 
a general rule, you should not do this to abdicate responsibility for 
narrating, but rather because you are already playing a character in 
a scene and it would be awkward to play a second (e.g. where the 
two characters might want to have a conversation with each other). 
On no account should you invite someone else to play a character 
in the hopes that they will introduce Clues or steer the scene in an 
interesting direction - leading the scene is your job as Narrator!


